lod.log
--- Log opened Sat Jan 14 18:26:06 2012
18:26 -!- Irssi: Starting query in cryto with LoD
18:26 <LoD> Hey brother!
18:26 <LoD> http://www.megaupload.com/?d=UQ84RRE8
18:27 <LoD> thats the link with NUtils which feds locked at deposit files
18:27 <LoD> we are uploading now whole pack Internet Secuity and System Works
with PcAnywhere and AV
--- Log closed Sat Jan 14 18:33:01 2012
--- Log opened Sat Jan 14 18:35:44 2012
18:35 <LoD> got it?
18:36 <LoD> its yama
--- Log closed Sat Jan 14 18:42:01 2012
--- Log opened Sat Jan 14 18:53:13 2012
18:53 <Sabu> hey
--- Log closed Sat Jan 14 18:59:01 2012
--- Log opened Sat Jan 14 22:02:29 2012
22:02 <LoD> Thank you brother
22:03 <LoD> I dont have much time today to chat. In a day I post to you link to
Norton System Works, Antivirus, Internet Security, Pc Anywhere and Norton Go Back
22:04 <LoD> its total 5Gb so be patient since its kinda hard to upload
--- Log closed Sat Jan 14 22:09:03 2012
--- Log opened Sat Jan 14 22:42:40 2012
22:42 <Sabu> hey
22:42 <Sabu> you there?
--- Log closed Sat Jan 14 22:48:03 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 16 12:32:18 2012
12:32 <LoD> Heya
12:34 <Sabu> yo
12:34 <Sabu> my brother
12:34 <Sabu> how goes it ?
12:34 <LoD> sup homey
12:34 <LoD> cool
12:34 <LoD> listen
12:34 <LoD> almost done with PcAnywhere
12:34 <LoD> code
12:34 <LoD> also 2006
12:34 <LoD> its fucking huge
12:35 <LoD> 1.3Gb
12:35 <LoD> in rar
12:35 <LoD> I put a password
12:35 <LoD> 31337game
12:35 <LoD> copy that
12:35 <LoD> almost finished took us 8 hours to do so
12:35 <LoD> :)
12:36 <Sabu> beautiful
12:36 <LoD> so whats the story did you distribute the NU code?
12:36 <Sabu> internally yes. I will have thepiratebay distribute the sources for
us today
12:36 <LoD> next time so you know me iz me
12:36 <LoD> pass: Bababoey
12:36 <LoD> :)
12:37 <Sabu> bababoey? like the cartoon? haha
12:37 <LoD> yeah
12:37 <LoD> :)
12:37 <Sabu> question
12:37 <LoD> shoot
12:37 <Sabu> if you're in india hacking indian ministry/intelligence/et al. are
you safe from arrest?
12:37 <Sabu> have you secured yourself
12:37 <LoD> oh yeah brother
12:37 <LoD> trust me
12:38 <LoD> :)
12:38 <LoD> I even write emails to FBI and India fuckups
12:38 <LoD> I dont give a damn
12:38 <LoD> :)
12:38 <Sabu> sounds good
12:38 <LoD> trust me they eat a dick
12:38 <LoD> :)
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12:38 <Sabu> you have the pcanywhere sources ready for me to grab and distribute?
12:38 <Sabu> yeah I know
12:38 <Sabu> im sure you notice. we have been attacking fbi/police this year
12:38 <LoD> they changed vpn accessess
12:39 <Sabu> owning whitehats+
12:39 <LoD> but did not kill our bots
12:39 <LoD> :)
12:40 <Sabu> nice. so you still have access?
12:40 <LoD> we have bots which are explored by us only at Russian FSB, German
Polizei (but limited to some lands only) and many many asian shit
12:40 <Sabu> also another thing don't waste time with trolls @ infosecisland.
they are whitehat scum
12:40 <LoD> as of LE
12:40 <LoD> I am just playing game with them =)
12:40 <Sabu> you owned any cyber-security firms or cybercrime units? we like
those
12:41 <Sabu> at #antisec
12:41 <LoD> well to tell you the truth
12:41 <LoD> we fucked CNAIPIC and gave it to our enforcer arm in Pakistan
12:41 <LoD> =)
12:41 <LoD> the guy without nickname
12:42 <LoD> you remember him
12:42 <LoD> he gave you cnaipic shit
12:42 <Sabu> yes :))
12:42 <Sabu> I remember this!
12:42 <LoD> so its us
12:42 <Sabu> that was you guys?
12:42 <Sabu> hahah
12:42 <Sabu> why didn't you stay in contact with me ..
12:42 <LoD> for your and our good man
12:42 <LoD> nothing personal
12:42 <LoD> just safety
12:43 <LoD> anyway we got alot of crap so we can participate
12:43 <LoD> in your movement
12:43 <Sabu> I understand
12:43 <LoD> our botnet is over 400k
12:43 <Sabu> nice my brother
12:43 <Sabu> I'm glad we can reconnect again
12:43 <Sabu> :)
12:44 <LoD> me too bro
12:44 <LoD> also
12:44 <LoD> them indian faggots
12:44 <LoD> have src not only for Sym
12:44 <Sabu> I figured bro. how bad is it?
12:44 <LoD> so I want to ask you
12:44 <LoD> if you have time and wish
12:44 <LoD> to start operation 0day
12:45 <LoD> my team doesnt have
12:45 <LoD> time at all to explore
12:45 <LoD> the codes
12:45 <LoD> but I am sure if we all do
12:45 <LoD> it will give us some ways to 0day shit
12:45 <Sabu> my team has been doing 0day research. so we can both take advantage
of this
12:45 <Sabu> whatever we find we'll send your way
12:45 <Sabu> so you can further expand your bots
12:45 <Sabu> and we'll own police/feds
12:45 <LoD> good
12:46 <LoD> lemme show what kind of accesses we got
12:46 <Sabu> send sources my way. today I'll post NU codes to TBP let them spread
it. pcanywhere I want to research first
12:46 <Sabu> see if we can find 0days in it
12:46 <Sabu> then release
12:46 <Sabu> ok
12:47 <LoD> no problem its 85% now upload still 1 hour to go
12:47 <Sabu> kk
12:47 <LoD> its secure upload thats why very very very slow
12:47 <LoD> man
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12:47 <Sabu> ya
12:47 <LoD> which countries you want?
12:47 <LoD> usa we got bots but gotta do research
12:48 <LoD> I gave them punks infosec over a 100
12:48 <LoD> l/p
12:48 <LoD> to INS and USDA
12:48 <Sabu> thts a shame. because they will forward to fbi and have them closed
12:48 <LoD> and they did not even mention it
12:48 <Sabu> faggot infosec people
12:49 <LoD> well let them :) we wont get poor coz of this =) them logins are
users not VPN employees
12:49 <LoD> you know what?
12:49 <Sabu> yeah thats true
12:49 <LoD> most of them agencies still use x25
12:49 <LoD> =)
12:49 <LoD> lame?
12:49 <Sabu> ;)
12:50 <LoD> which country ? Ill show you some stuff
12:50 <Sabu> hmm
12:50 <Sabu> since you mentioned germany :) I have lots of friends there. OR
brazil many good friends there
12:51 <LoD> We have access to all npd-hamburs emails
12:51 <LoD> but we wanna use them for our private operation
12:51 <Sabu> thats fine
12:51 <LoD> we want to setup a conspiracy between two nazi orgs
12:51 <Sabu> what about austria ?
12:51 <LoD> I give you brazil now
12:52 <LoD> wait
12:52 <Sabu> ok sounds good
12:52 <LoD> moodle-cme.mec.gov.br marizapm 123456
12:52 <LoD> moodle.eadesaf.serpro.gov.br 89552920744 own8ape
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br alexandra batista 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br alexandra.batista neguin
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br ana.torres 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br gilvana.nunes 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br giovana.nunes 123
12:52 <LoD> moodle3.mec.gov.br silney.marinho 123
12:52 <LoD> i du know what it is
12:52 <LoD> I just grab from the logs
12:52 <LoD> you chek it yaself
12:53 <LoD> wait for more
12:53 <Sabu> ok
12:53 <LoD> portal.detran.ce.gov.br 06206269000105 123456
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 004.958.582-77 81124259
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 043.310.016-87 99767698
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 087.349.307-95 220599
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 38411687449 2144660545
12:53 <LoD> portal.mj.gov.br 944.977.532-04 80528142
12:53 <LoD> portal2.saude.gov.br 043.863.699-61 0722662
12:54 <LoD> portaldoprofessor.mec.gov.br mona lisa mlpn1471
12:54 <LoD> proinfantil.mec.gov.br monaneves 1930959312
12:54 <LoD> wait I also have access to brazil police dep
12:54 <Sabu> ;)
12:54 <LoD> military police or smth
12:55 <LoD> rh24h.curitiba.pr.gov.br 70671 12021962
12:55 <LoD> rh24h.curitiba.pr.gov.br 85818 12021962
12:55 <LoD> sabia.proderj.rj.gov.br 0008092116 E2G8Q55S
12:55 <LoD> seaponline.sad.mt.gov.br 143488 titan150es
12:55 <LoD> in some cases you have to use local socks
12:55 <LoD> to get access
12:56 <LoD> brazil I did not check so they fresh
12:56 <LoD> not used
12:56 <LoD> secure.sefaz.salvador.ba.gov.br 05016900101 br1325
12:56 <LoD> secure.sefaz.salvador.ba.gov.br 29958300112 636819
12:56 <Sabu> thats fine. I will begin working on them today
12:56 <LoD> seed.pr.gov.br pdtbaraocapanema@seed.pr.gov.br 20barao25
12:56 <LoD> seguro.esporte.gov.br KICKTHAI 938284
12:57 <LoD> servicos.ibama.gov.br 09221271668 fabianos
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12:57 <LoD> servicos.ibama.gov.br 294.289.476-87 1701
12:57 <LoD> sisfiesaluno.mec.gov.br 091.305.476-36 tnewroma
12:57 <LoD> sisfiesaluno.mec.gov.br pedromacielbhz@yahoo.com.br tnewroma
12:57 <LoD> sistemas.anatel.gov.br 99352958349 V0iu56
12:57 <LoD> sistemas.vitoria.es.gov.br 563949 007985
12:57 <LoD> sistemasencceja.inep.gov.br eliezerrs dede2112
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 046.411.886-70 123333465
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 200920447985 kamila29
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 200922951542 28752rmc
12:57 <LoD> sistemasenem2.inep.gov.br 369.289.868-16 KMILA13
12:57 <LoD> sisualuno.mec.gov.br 200920258307 349797
12:57 <LoD> sisualuno.mec.gov.br 200922951542 28752rm
12:57 <LoD> sisualuno.mec.gov.br 201002248444 kaharrrb
12:57 <LoD> site.apucarana.pr.gov.br 999377 379710
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 221.593.044-68 cida04
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 261.620.243-34 vida63
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 329.360.938-38 ENSINO2007
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 329.360.938-48 tata10
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 692.200.935-53 romi59
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 784.218.881-53 dhda08
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 869.005.521-53 sirlene12
12:58 <LoD> ssd.mec.gov.br 919.738.801-34 selma12
12:58 <LoD> ssl-relativa.locaweb.com.br cpd@paranavai.pr.gov.br funcao01
12:58 <LoD> =)
12:58 <LoD> enough?
12:59 <Sabu> its beautiful my brother :)
12:59 <Sabu> I will begin work on them today for sure
12:59 <LoD> webmail.saude.al.gov.br jbatista Prazer@10
12:59 <LoD> webmail.sefaz.ba.gov.br nmontenegro tetetetete
12:59 <LoD> some mail
12:59 <Sabu> our friendship will be a good one for sure
12:59 <LoD> if you will need more let me know
12:59 <LoD> =)
13:00 <LoD> Thank to God
13:00 <LoD> =)
13:00 <LoD> <- not hindu
13:00 <Sabu> the name was to throw people off? haha
13:00 <LoD> =)
13:01 <Sabu> you going to work on .il soon? shits heating up between iraeli/arab
hackers now
13:01 <LoD> actually
13:01 <LoD> here's what I propose
13:01 <LoD> we can create anyconspiracy
13:01 <LoD> we want
13:01 <LoD> to achieve the goal
13:01 <LoD> I have accesses to il
13:02 <LoD> and to all arabic countries
13:02 <LoD> saudi
13:02 <LoD> lebanon
13:02 <LoD> egypt
13:02 <LoD> etc
13:02 <LoD> we can make stuff like saudi will fuck israelis on something
13:02 <Sabu> yeah
13:02 <LoD> or we can create some stuff that egypt works with il on slave trade
13:02 <LoD> etc
13:02 <LoD> depends on the goal
13:02 <LoD> =)
13:03 <LoD> our goal here was to fuck up Pakistan
13:03 <LoD> by confronting india and usa
13:03 <LoD> =)
13:03 <Sabu> :P
13:04 <LoD> together we can do many many evil/good things brother
13:04 <LoD> =)
13:04 <Sabu> were there any other interesting documents in there?
13:04 <Sabu> for sure
13:04 <LoD> hell yeah
13:05 <LoD> there was stuff to buy blueprints from Raytheon
13:05 <LoD> by Norino
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13:05 <LoD> Norinco
13:05 <LoD> chinese
13:06 <LoD> and much more the idiot army general who we owneed did only change
passowrd to his gov email
13:06 <LoD> not vpn or did not locate our bot
13:06 <Sabu> raytheon? O_O I like this
13:06 <LoD> and
13:06 <Sabu> anything from palantir?
13:06 <LoD> guess what
13:06 <LoD> the storage server
13:06 <LoD> for src
13:06 <LoD> they did not shut it down
13:06 <LoD> =)
13:07 <Sabu> lol!
13:07 <Sabu> beautiful
13:07 <LoD> I have such an opinion that they are too slow or too dumb
13:07 <LoD> planatir ?
13:07 <Sabu> palantir is an evil security company in u.s. they're doing
surveillance for military
13:07 <Sabu> we've been tryin to own them since I hacked hbgary
13:07 <Sabu> and found emails of them trying to own wikileaks
13:07 <LoD> hmm
13:08 <LoD> I got a plan
13:08 <LoD> how about we use official military emails
13:08 <LoD> and
13:08 <LoD> start talking to fellas of palantir
13:08 <LoD> not spoofed
13:08 <LoD> but real owneed boxes
13:08 <LoD> create a story
13:09 <LoD> like we wanna order from them
13:09 <LoD> a big deal
13:09 <LoD> talk to them over email for 2 weeks
13:09 <LoD> gain some trust
13:09 <LoD> etc
13:09 <LoD> and send them over pdf our rat
13:09 <LoD> which will be undetectable
13:10 <LoD> thats how we got our botnet setup
13:10 <LoD> undetectalbe rat
13:10 <Sabu> mhm
13:10 <Sabu> that would work - I will do research on which military emails I
should use for this
13:10 <LoD> or I can get into military mail server creat couple of accounts
13:10 <LoD> and do it on our own without scheduled cleaning of mailbox
13:10 <LoD> so the owner wont notice
13:11 <LoD> lets say I use Australian mil
13:11 <LoD> or I give you acccess to them mailboxes and help you with the
documents so they look good and nefty
13:11 <LoD> ;)
13:12 <Sabu> lets definitely work on that soon
13:12 <LoD> kkk
13:12 <Sabu> right now i'm going to have my team work on those sources, find us
some 0days to use
13:12 <Sabu> and le us know what we can do for you
13:12 <LoD> yep thats the first agenda for today
13:12 <Sabu> we have some 0days that we can use to own some targets using
freebsd-telnetd (unreleased) tomcat (unreleased) plesk (unreleaseD)
13:12 <LoD> I shall send you link in an hour for PCANYWHERE
13:12 <Sabu> ok sounds good
13:12 <LoD> password 31337game
13:13 <Sabu> give us any targets you might want owned and we'll work on it, et al
13:13 <Sabu> ok :)
13:13 <LoD> and next time I knock knock on ya door I say baboey
13:13 <LoD> Gary Delabatte =)
13:13 <LoD> bro I gotta go see u in an hour
13:13 <LoD> k?
13:13 <Sabu> ok brother
13:13 <Sabu> I'll be around
13:14 <LoD> cya
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13:14 <Sabu> oh yes howard stern :)
13:14 <Sabu> take care brother..
--- Log closed Mon Jan 16 13:19:40 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 16 14:32:47 2012
14:32 <LoD> babboey
14:33 <Sabu> yo
14:33 <LoD> you use Phish plugin?
14:33 <LoD> Fish
14:34 <Sabu> no
14:34 <LoD> k no matter i use it for more crypto
14:34 <Sabu> we use jabber+otr though
14:34 <LoD> on irc
14:34 <LoD> its cool
14:34 <LoD> I also use someones wif :)
14:34 <LoD> anyway
14:35 <LoD> I got the link
14:35 <Sabu> ;)
14:35 <Sabu> ok great
14:35 <LoD> now
14:35 <LoD> pull it out quick
14:35 <LoD> I just get so much problem uploading 2gb files
14:35 <LoD> usitng all them socks
14:35 <LoD> dont wanna do it again bro
14:35 <LoD> :)
14:35 <Sabu> yup I'll start grabbing now
14:35 <LoD> password 31337game
14:36 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/1m04q3ow1
14:36 <LoD> go for it ma man
14:36 <LoD> also
14:36 <Sabu> kk downloading
14:36 <LoD> for your brothers
14:36 <LoD> in brazil
14:36 <Sabu> ya
14:36 <LoD> I just found to working accounts for intranet
14:36 <LoD> inside
14:36 <LoD> military police
14:36 <LoD> wait 5 sec
14:36 <Sabu> beautiful :) ok
14:37 <LoD> intranet.pmdf.df.gov.br artiaga 00185442
14:37 <LoD> intranet.pmdf.df.gov.br carlos.pereira 56565656
14:37 <LoD> they work for Intranet on the webside
14:37 <LoD> and
14:38 <LoD> if you wana read mail from mail client
14:38 <LoD> use pop server ---- correio.pmdf.df.gov.br
14:38 <LoD> I just checked their mail
14:38 <LoD> nothing much only 42 mails
14:38 <LoD> I recommend you guys sniff on them for a couple of month
14:38 <LoD> get shit load of mails
14:39 <LoD> and then make release
14:39 <Sabu> will do
14:39 <LoD> or use them accounts to explore intranet shit - i didnot i just
checked it worked on the website
14:39 <LoD> you can even issue warrants
14:39 <LoD> through
14:39 <LoD> :)
14:40 <Sabu> :X I'll issue warrants for .br informants then
14:40 <Sabu> fun
14:40 <Sabu> file is downloading btw. will take 2 hours with my slow ass chinese
vpn
14:40 <LoD> i checked them 5 min ago they are good and working
14:40 <LoD> no problem man
14:40 <LoD> just let me know so I am not nervous ok?
14:41 <LoD> I just wanna make sure you got it right
14:41 <LoD> also:
14:41 <Sabu> of course. and thanks again :)
14:41 <LoD> when I am done with the Antivirus upload
14:41 <LoD> use sandbox
14:41 <LoD> since it has alot of virii def
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14:41 <LoD> and avp starts yelling shit about them
14:42 <Sabu> ok
14:42 <Sabu> this is pretty funny that those .in ministries had all this shit
laying around
14:42 <Sabu> source codes et al
14:42 <LoD> oh yeah they fucking love spy games man
14:42 <LoD> :)
14:43 <LoD> i am inside now aerospaceindia.gov
14:43 <LoD> getting their shit owneed
14:43 <Sabu> anything interesting in there so far?
14:43 <LoD> downloading many many pdf and docs with corel files
14:44 <LoD> got there like few days ago
14:44 <LoD> I ll share
14:44 <LoD> dont worry
14:44 <LoD> :)
14:44 <LoD> by the way
14:44 <LoD> dude
14:44 <LoD> when it all started I offered my help to Karol Oilbreihs on g+
14:44 <LoD> he did not respond though
14:45 <LoD> is he ok? or spoof?
14:45 <LoD> I told him I got npd-hamburg shit
14:45 <LoD> to support anti nazi shit
14:45 <Sabu> I dont know if thats real
14:45 <Sabu> some fake shit on g+
14:46 <Sabu> they even have a fake lulzsec.. its not me obviously
14:46 <Sabu> I don't use that shit
14:46 <LoD> ok now I got you to spread the word
14:46 <LoD> so many wanabee anonymous now
14:46 <Sabu> yup
14:46 <Sabu> a lot of fake/feds
14:46 <LoD> I had hard time getting on the right irc
14:46 <LoD> until you told me
14:47 <LoD> in twiter
14:47 <LoD> anyway bro I give you a 2 hour break
14:47 <LoD> be back soon !
14:47 <LoD> 31337game - pass
14:47 <LoD> for rar archive
14:48 <LoD> my regardz to brasilenos chicanos
14:48 <LoD> :)
14:48 <Sabu> ok my brother
14:48 <Sabu> take car I will be here waiting
14:48 <Sabu> care*
14:48 <LoD> u 2 bro
--- Log closed Mon Jan 16 14:54:41 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 16 16:54:40 2012
16:54 <LoD> Bababoey
16:57 <Sabu> yo yo;]
16:57 <LoD> i ce u got it already =)
16:57 <Sabu> I miss sttt sstt st stttt st sstttuttsstttutherring jjjjjjjjjjjjjohn
16:57 <Sabu> yeah its fun shit
16:57 <Sabu> We have 1 license for Winzip self extractor. This was originally
licensed to Gary Hauck in the Melville site... It is likely that this license
will transfer down to someone in the Virginia office... For international
localization, those groups will need to obtain their own licenses.
16:57 <Sabu> The WinZip Self-Extractor registration code is
16:57 <Sabu> Symantec
16:57 <Sabu> 381113
16:57 <Sabu> This can be entered in the first panel of Winzip Self-Extractor that
has a button labeled "Enter Registration Code".
16:57 <Sabu> LOL
16:58 <Sabu> these people are chumps
16:58 <LoD> =)
16:58 <Sabu> :)
17:00 <LoD> whats our next step bro?
17:01 <Sabu> my next move besides continuing with my other projets is to get my
small team of coders to start reading over this source code. see if they find any
holes that can be used in current pcanywhere
17:01 <Sabu> same with NU
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17:01 <Sabu> if we don't find anything interesting then just release it
17:01 <Sabu> distribute throuh TPB network
17:01 <Sabu> it'll never be taken down
17:02 <Sabu> the brazil logins I'll work on tonight more than likely and whatever
other sources you want to upload just link me
17:02 <Sabu> what are you guys up to?
17:03 <LoD> ok bro what I do next is upload other symantec shit
17:03 <LoD> one archive a day I do
17:03 <Sabu> ok sounds good
17:03 <LoD> I also have stuff for McAffe EMC and Cisco
17:03 <LoD> :)
17:03 <LoD> all src
17:03 <Sabu> cisco=win
17:03 <Sabu> :P
17:04 <LoD> so we will be busy all year round man
17:04 <Sabu> :) indeed!!!
17:04 <LoD> listen man
17:04 <LoD> can you do me a small favour?
17:04 <LoD> tiny one
17:05 <LoD> since we are working together now on reading the code (in our plans
it wasnt the idea) and I made a public anoncement that I release the codes to
public this tuesday.
17:05 <LoD> Can you make a statement on ya twitter?
17:06 <LoD> saying that you have code for NU and PCAnywher and other codes be
first sent to you for analyzys
17:06 <LoD> so people wont think bad of me :)
17:06 <Sabu> of course
17:06 <Sabu> I'll handle tha
17:06 <Sabu> that+
17:06 <LoD> good call brother
17:07 <LoD> keep me informed I just want them symantec bastedz get scared
17:07 <LoD> since they behave in press too arrogant
17:07 <LoD> am angry withthem
17:07 <Sabu> yeah but they're going to shit themselves when they see my crews
involved
17:08 <Sabu> :x
17:08 <LoD> pleade do it :) make it look scary to them I just wanna satisfy my
EGO
17:08 <LoD> u know?
17:08 <LoD> :)
17:09 <Sabu> haha
17:09 <LoD> after sym we shall work with cisco :)
17:09 <LoD> and make them shit all over
17:09 <Sabu> ccisco will be my personal joy
17:09 <LoD> =)
17:10 <Sabu> my brother I will return in an hour-or-two. taking wife to eat
17:10 <LoD> brother nothing personal but I gotta go ok?
17:10 <Sabu> see you soon
17:10 <Sabu> me too
17:10 <Sabu> hahah
17:10 <LoD> cya bro:))))
17:10 <Sabu> see you soon
17:10 <Sabu> :)
--- Log closed Mon Jan 16 17:15:42 2012
--- Log opened Tue Jan 17 15:09:44 2012
15:09 <Sabu> .win 4
--- Log closed Tue Jan 17 15:14:54 2012
--- Log opened Wed Jan 18 15:45:41 2012
15:45 <LoD> Bababooey
15:50 <LoD> listen bro, symantec and feds provoke us to make a mistake they think
if they pour shit on us through media like: Symantec got hacked in 2006 (this
statement they made so it will shut down the india spy scandal) they want us to
start bloging and chatting on forums etc fuck aint gonna happen. So brother what
my team decided is: Let's forget about code being made public! Lets 0day explore
it ourselves and for our community only. Your team and my team we
15:51 <LoD> let me know when you done with the PcAnywhere and I share rest of the
cake with ya. (Funny symantec admits that PCanywhere users are in danger ) bunch
of fagot liers
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15:52 <LoD> - I ask you please do not make official statement about the code let them get quiet - lets 0day it in silencio and expand our botnet.
15:52 <LoD> - thats all I ask
15:54 <LoD> - I mean do not share it with anyone but yout team and if shared with
please do it in silence so nobody knows
15:55 <LoD> tweet me in private to confirm you got this message
15:55 <LoD> Bababooey
--- Log closed Wed Jan 18 16:01:07 2012
--- Log opened Wed Jan 18 18:07:13 2012
18:07 <Sabu> ok brother
--- Log closed Wed Jan 18 18:13:08 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 23 21:17:48 2012
21:17 <LoD> bababoey
21:19 <Sabu> hey brother
21:19 <Sabu> ;]
21:19 <Sabu> stsstttttthhhhhhuuuuuuuutering john in the house
21:19 <Sabu> haha
21:20 <LoD> sup brother
21:20 <LoD> long time no c
21:20 <LoD> :)
21:20 <LoD> just to make it clear once more
21:20 <LoD> lets do it in silent mode
21:20 <LoD> Imean exploiting the code
21:20 <LoD> oke?
21:21 <LoD> we've made a mess anyway so everybody is on us from all the way =)
21:21 <LoD> now let them chill out
21:21 <LoD> and we do our knifty job
21:21 <LoD> when your people done with the PCAN code let me know so we provide
them with the rest of the sym shit
21:22 <LoD> jsut to let you know
21:22 <LoD> we have cisco comming and vmware
21:22 <LoD> :)
21:22 <Sabu> yup
21:22 <Sabu> silentmode is fine
21:22 <LoD> but I didnt tell you that ok? I dont wanna them faggots running on
the news etc
21:22 <Sabu> you can upload whenever you're ready. we're looking at the code and
on a haking rampage. love 0days
21:22 <Sabu> yup
21:23 <Sabu> we're 100% trust and private here
21:23 <Sabu> what you told me last weeks been between us
21:23 <LoD> by making it not public and exploiting it we get more warez than just
sharing the shit with everybody
21:23 <LoD> good brother
21:23 <LoD> any news from brazil fellas?
21:24 <LoD> we can share more if need be
21:24 <LoD> them punks already think that chinos did the shit
21:24 <LoD> :)
21:24 <Sabu> yup
21:24 <Sabu> we ended up rooting some .gov.br shit
21:25 <LoD> no kidding?
21:25 <LoD> so was that info helpfull ?
21:26 <LoD> I ve got somewhere lotsa internet banking l/p of brazil them are
owneed accounts from the lan not phishing shit
21:31 <Sabu> mhm not bad
21:31 <Sabu> ;)
21:31 <Sabu> one gent in my team is working on auth bypass for pcanywhere servers
21:31 <Sabu> but I think it has conditions tat must be met
21:32 <Sabu> if you have any targets that run plesk on port 8443 let us know
21:32 <Sabu> my boy can root those for you
21:33 <LoD> well bro you take all the time you need to exploit the code
21:33 <LoD> no rush
21:33 <LoD> let the guy do the good job
21:33 <LoD> listen
21:33 <Sabu> yeah
21:34 <Sabu> when you're ready to upload further sources let me know
21:34 <LoD> I have one server have no idea about plesk there or no can you check
it for me? if it is not a problem
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21:34 <Sabu> also we need whitehat / security / law enforcements passes / access
21:34 <LoD> it's a taxi database
21:34 <LoD> server
21:34 <Sabu> yup let me know
21:34 <LoD> in Ukraine
21:34 <LoD> I have people who really need the database
21:34 <LoD> or just login passwords
21:35 <LoD> so they can check how much money that taxi cab co
21:35 <LoD> runs
21:35 <Sabu> ok
21:35 <Sabu> give us server/domain
21:35 <Sabu> I'll look it
21:35 <LoD> if its a problem or you dont want to say I am not getting offended or
anything
21:35 <LoD> 20 sec
21:40 <LoD> got it bro
21:40 <Sabu> kk
21:40 <LoD> evos.in.ua
21:40 <LoD> wd8.evos.in.ua
21:41 <LoD> wd.9
21:41 <LoD> wd10
21:41 <LoD> and so are db
21:41 <LoD> servers
21:41 <LoD> main target is evos.in.ua
21:41 <LoD> just check if its possible than we can make some nice $
21:42 <LoD> or we can change
21:42 <LoD> PCAn code and 0day all yours
21:42 <Sabu> sounds good we will look it over the next few days. no plesk on it
but I'll look to see what I can attack
21:42 <LoD> and Norton
21:42 <LoD> and you give me access or login pass info to this evos site
21:43 <LoD> or we can split my client pays 10k
21:43 <LoD> for the l/p
21:43 <LoD> or I can share warez with ya if you are paranoid about cash like I am
21:44 <LoD> let me give you another target maybe this also you can pull
21:44 <Sabu> its ok bro. we don't need to do that
21:44 <Sabu> whats ours is yours we'll gladly give you access if we root it
21:44 <Sabu> no problem
21:44 <Sabu> we are boothers
21:44 <LoD> thank you man than I will share warez and src
21:44 <LoD> with ya
21:45 <LoD> we have ZoneAlarm
21:45 <LoD> src
21:45 <LoD> :)
21:47 <LoD> brother I am in need of money that is why I pull once in a while
custom jobs like the one I asked you to help me with
21:47 <LoD> if you help me on this one
21:47 <LoD> I'll do best I can to help in return
21:49 <Sabu> :)
21:49 <Sabu> ok sounds good
21:50 <Sabu> I have a good friend who does hacks for money too. owns banks etc
21:50 <LoD> wait few min I am looking where I wrote another target
21:50 <Sabu> yup
21:50 <Sabu> give me your targets
--- Log closed Mon Jan 23 21:56:01 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 23 21:57:43 2012
21:57 <LoD> I think bro that symantec has some universal backdoor
21:57 <LoD> that is why they are so anal with FBI
21:57 <LoD> now
21:57 <LoD> :)
21:57 <Sabu> I would love to find this. im sure its so deep in the code
21:58 <LoD> so tell you boys to look good everywhere
21:58 <Sabu> ;)
21:58 <Sabu> yo
21:58 <LoD> since symantec was not anal about NAV at all
21:58 <Sabu> for vmware and cisco what sources you have? anything interesting?
like firmware for cisco or?
21:58 <LoD> they are anal about PCAN
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21:58 <LoD> cisco owned by my partner I have vmware all line of their shit
21:59 <LoD> you name it
21:59 <LoD> :)
21:59 <LoD> I ll take list from my partner for cisco
21:59 <LoD> and pass it on to ya
21:59 <LoD> youll chose which one is of interest
21:59 <LoD> to you
--- Log closed Mon Jan 23 22:05:01 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 23 22:08:33 2012
22:08 <Sabu> nice :)
22:08 <Sabu> probably cisco but vmware is nice if you have source codes because
we can find bugs to exploit guest-to-host
22:09 <LoD> yep
22:09 <LoD> we got whole vmware line of soft
22:09 <LoD> in src mode
22:12 <Sabu> beautiful
--- Log closed Mon Jan 23 22:18:01 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 23 22:27:26 2012
22:27 <LoD> bro
22:27 <LoD> still here?
22:27 <LoD> www.geo-alliance.com.ua
22:27 <LoD> what we need from there are the emails
22:28 <LoD> access to emails
22:30 <LoD> same with the www.exist.ru
22:31 <LoD> if you do any of these we will be very gratefull man
22:31 <LoD> I gotta go - be back to you tomorrow man
22:31 <LoD> peace
--- Log closed Mon Jan 23 22:37:01 2012
--- Log opened Mon Jan 23 22:37:25 2012
22:37 <Sabu> ok brother
--- Log closed Mon Jan 23 22:43:01 2012
--- Log opened Sat Jan 28 18:20:45 2012
18:20 <LoD> bababoey
18:21 <Sabu> yooooo!
18:21 <Sabu> whats good brother
18:21 <Sabu> where you been?
18:22 <LoD> yoho
18:22 <LoD> just took a little rest brother
18:22 <Sabu> thats good :)
18:22 <LoD> got tired of all this comp shit
18:22 <LoD> :)
18:22 <Sabu> I feel you. I do that shit too
18:22 <Sabu> get away etc
18:22 <LoD> took ma kids and family for a nice winter trip
18:22 <Sabu> beautiful
18:23 <Sabu> :)
18:23 <LoD> howya been?
18:23 <Sabu> I've been good. busy etc
18:23 <LoD> Ive heard youve been into Egypt busting lately?
18:23 <LoD> me and ma fellaz agreed on a little contribution
18:24 <Sabu> well the other day was the one year aniversary etc
18:24 <LoD> we combine a package for you of Egypt Ministry of Telecommunication
18:24 <LoD> mot.gov.eg
18:24 <LoD> got all their vpn accounts and network designs routers
18:24 <LoD> everything
18:26 <LoD> can your read this kind of shit?
18:26 <LoD> \u0627\u0644\u0633\u0627\u062f\u0629 / \u0634\u0631\u0643\u0629 Trans
IT
18:26 <LoD> \u0639\u0646\u0627\u064a\u0629 \u0645 / \u0623\u062d\u0645\u062f
\u0645\u062d\u0645\u0648\u062f
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD>
\u062a\u062d\u064a\u0629 \u0637\u064a\u0628\u0629
\u0648\u0628\u0639\u062f \u060c\u060c\u060c
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD> \u0646\u0640\u0640\u0638\u0631\u0627
\u0644\u0644\u0645\u0631\u0633\u0640\u0640\u0644 \u0645\u0646
\u0634\u0640\u0640\u0631\u0643\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u0641\u0627
\u0648\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0631\u0641\u0642\u0627\u062a \u060c
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\u0646\u0641\u064a\u062f\u0643\u0645 \u0639\u0644\u0645\u0640\u0640\u0627
\u0628\u0623\u0646\u0647 \u0642\u062f \u062a\u0645
\u0625\u0631\u062c\u0640\u0640\u0627\u0639 \u0648\u062d\u062f\u0629 UPS
\u0644\u0645\u0642\u0631 \u0634\u0640\u0640\u0631\u0643\u062a\u0643\u0645
\u0627\u0645\u0633 \u0627\u0644\u0623\u0631\u0628\u0640\u0640\u0639\u0627\u0621
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0648\u0627\u0641\u0642 21/12/2011\u0645
\u0645\u0640\u0640\u0646 \u062e\u0644\u0627\u0644 \u0645 /
\u0645\u062d\u0645\u0648\u062f \u0634\u0643\u0631\u064a \u0648\u0645 /
\u062d\u0627\u0632\u0645 (\u0637\u0631\u0641
\u0634\u0631\u0643\u062a\u0643\u0645) \u060c \u0648\u0633\u0648\u0641
\u0646\u0642\u0648\u0645 \u0628\u0633\u062d\u0628 \u0648\u062d\u062f\u0629
\u0627\u0644\u0631\u0627\u0643 \u0628\u0639\u062f
\u0642\u064a\u0627\u0645\u0643\u0645 \u0628\u062a\u062c\u0647\u064a\u0632
\u062e\u0637\u0627\u0628 \u0631\u0633\u0645
18:26 <LoD> \u064a \u0645\u0646 \u0634\u0631\u0643\u062a\u0643\u0645
\u0645\u0648\u062c\u0647 \u0625\u0644\u0649 \u0623 / \u0645\u062d\u0645\u062f
\u0627\u0633\u0645\u0627\u0639\u064a\u0644 \u0645\u064a\u0628\u0631
\u0628\u0633\u062d\u0628 \u0647\u0630\u0647 \u0627\u0644\u0648\u062d\u062f\u0629.
18:26 <LoD> \u0645\u0639 \u0627\u0644\u0623\u062e\u0630 \u0641\u064a
\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0639\u062a\u0628\u0627\u0631 \u0627\u0646\u0647 \u0642\u062f
\u0633\u0628\u0642 \u0648\u0642\u0645\u0646\u0627
\u0628\u062a\u0642\u062f\u064a\u0645 \u0641\u0627\u062a\u0648\u0631\u0629
\u062a\u062a\u0636\u0645\u0646 \u0647\u0630\u064a\u0646
\u0627\u0644\u0628\u0646\u062f\u064a\u0646 \u060c \u0644\u0630\u0627
\u0646\u0631\u062c\u0648 \u0627\u0644\u062a\u0643\u0631\u0645
\u0628\u0625\u0641\u0627\u062f\u062a\u0646\u0627
\u0628\u0643\u064a\u0641\u064a\u0629 \u0645\u0639\u0627\u0644\u062c\u0629
\u0647\u0630\u0627 \u0627\u0644\u0645\u0631\u062a\u062c\u0639.
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD>
\u0648\u0634\u0643\u0631\u0627
\u060c\u060c\u060c\u060c\u060c
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD> Hany Elbedewi
18:26 <LoD> Senior Programe Manager
18:26 <LoD> Advanced Computer Technology (ACT)
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD> 8 El Batal Medhat Abdel Hamid St., Off Shehab St.,
18:26 <LoD> 12411, Mohandessin, Giza, Egypt.
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD> Tel: +202 33051-801
18:26 <Sabu> mmm
18:26 <LoD> Dir: +202 33010-299
18:26 <LoD> Fax: +202 33058-229
18:26 <LoD> Mobile: 010 1230137
18:26 <LoD> Email: hbedewi@act-eg.com
18:26 <LoD> URL:
www.act-eg.com
18:26 <LoD>
18:26 <LoD> Office hours: 8:30 am to 5:00 pm
18:26 <LoD> Working days: Sunday to Thursday
18:26 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD> ACT is committed to provide you with the highest standards of
products & services in the industry.
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD> From: m.shokry [mailto:info@alphadnet.net]
18:27 <LoD> Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2011 1:02 PM
18:27 <LoD> To: Hany El Bedewi; helsherif@hotmail.com; Hossam El Sherif
18:27 <LoD> Cc: somran@alphadnet.net
18:27 <LoD> Subject: FW: \u0628\u062e\u0635\u0648\u0635
\u0645\u0634\u0631\u0648\u0639 107 \u0645\u062d\u0637\u0629 (
\u0645\u0648\u0642\u0639 )
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD> \u0627\u0644\u0633\u0627\u062f\u0629 : \u0634\u0631\u0643\u0629
\u0627\u0644\u062d\u0627\u0633\u0628\u0627\u062a
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u062a\u0642\u062f\u0645\u0629 ACT
18:27 <LoD> \u0639\u0646\u0627\u064a\u0629
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0647\u0646\u062f\u0633 : \u0647\u0627\u0646\u0649
\u0627\u0644\u0628\u062f\u064a\u0648\u0649
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18:27 <LoD> \u0627\u0644\u0645\u0648\u0636\u0648\u0639 :
\u0628\u062e\u0635\u0648\u0635 \u0645\u0634\u0631\u0648\u0639 107
\u0645\u062d\u0637\u0629 ( \u063a\u0631\u0641\u0629
\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0633\u062a\u0627\u0630 \u0645\u062d\u0645\u062f
\u0625\u0633\u0645\u0627\u0639\u064a\u0644 \u0645\u0628\u064a\u0631
\u0628\u0645\u062d\u0637\u0629 \u0637\u0646\u0637\u0627 )
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD>
\u062a\u062d\u064a\u0629 \u0637\u064a\u0628\u0629
\u0648\u0628\u0639\u062f \u060c\u060c\u060c
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD> \u0628\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0634\u0627\u0631\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u0649
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0648\u0636\u0648\u0639 \u0639\u0627\u0644\u064a\u0629
\u0648\u0628\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0634\u0627\u0631\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u0649
\u0627\u0644\u0631\u0633\u0627\u0626\u0644
\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0644\u064a\u0643\u062a\u0631\u0648\u0646\u064a\u0629
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0631\u0641\u0642\u0629 \u0628\u062e\u0635\u0648\u0635
\u063a\u0631\u0641\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u0633\u064a\u062f
\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0633\u062a\u0627\u0630 \u0645\u062d\u0645\u062f
\u0625\u0633\u0645\u0627\u0639\u064a\u0644 \u0645\u064a\u0628\u0631
\u0641\u0642\u062f \u062a\u0645 \u0627\u0644\u0637\u0644\u0628 \u0645\u0646\u0627
\u0633\u0627\u0628\u0642\u0627 \u0645\u0646 \u0645/ \u062c\u0648\u0631\u062c
\u0628\u0648\u0636\u0639 \u0631\u0627\u0643
\u0645\u0639\u0644\u0648\u0645\u0627\u062a \u0648\u0627\u0644\u0640\u0640
UPS\u062f\u0627\u062e\u0644 \u062a\u0644\u0643
\u0627\u0644\u063a\u0631\u0641\u0629 \u0643\u0645\u0627 \u0647\u0648
\u0645\u0630\u0643\u0648\u0631 \u0641\u0649
\u0627\u0644\u0631\u0633\u0627\u0626\u0644
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0631\u0641\u0642\u0629 \u0648\u062a\u0645 \u062a\u0646
18:27 <LoD> \u0641\u064a\u0630 \u0630\u0644\u0643 \u0648\u062a\u0645
\u062d\u0633\u0627\u0628 \u0630\u0644\u0643 \u0636\u0645\u0646
\u0627\u0644\u0627\u0639\u0645\u0627\u0644
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u0646\u0641\u0630\u0629 TransIT.
18:27 <LoD> \u0648\u0641\u0649 \u062e\u0644\u0627\u0644
\u0627\u0644\u0632\u064a\u0627\u0631\u0629 \u0627\u0645\u0633 \u0627\u0644\u0649
\u0645\u062d\u0637\u0629 \u0637\u0646\u0637\u0627 \u062a\u0645 \u0637\u0644\u0628
\u0645\u0646 \u0642\u0628\u0644 \u0645/ \u062c\u0648\u0631\u062c
\u0628\u0633\u062d\u0628 \u0627\u0644\u0631\u0627\u0643
\u0648\u0627\u0644\u0640\u0640 UPS \u0645\u0646
\u0627\u0644\u063a\u0631\u0641\u0629 \u0639\u0644\u0649 \u0627\u0646
\u064a\u062a\u0645 \u0627\u0633\u062a\u062e\u062f\u0627\u0645\u0647\u0645
\u0641\u0649 \u0645\u0643\u0627\u0646 \u0627\u062e\u0631 \u0648\u062a\u0645
\u0633\u062d\u0628 \u062c\u0647\u0627\u0632 \u0627\u0644\u0640\u0640 UPS
\u0648\u0625\u0631\u0633\u0627\u0644\u0629 \u0627\u0644\u0649
\u0634\u0631\u0643\u0629 TransIT \u0627\u0645\u0627
\u0628\u0627\u0644\u0646\u0633\u0628\u0629 \u0644\u0644\u0631\u0627\u0643
\u0641\u0644\u0645 \u0646\u062a\u0645\u0643\u0646 \u0645\u0646
\u0633\u062d\u0628\u0629 \u0646\u0638\u0631\u0627 \u0644\u0643\u0628\u0631
\u062d\u062c\u0645\u0629 \u0641\u0628\u0631\u062c\u0627\u0621
\u0633\u0631\u0639\u0629 \u0625\u062a\u062e\u0627\u0630 \u0627
18:27 <LoD> \u0644\u0644\u0627\u0632\u0645 \u0646\u062d\u0648 \u0630\u0644\u0643
\u0648\u0645\u0639\u0631\u0641\u0629 \u0637\u0631\u064a\u0642\u0629
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u062d\u0627\u0633\u0628\u0629 \u0639\u0644\u0649
\u0630\u0644\u0643 \u0643\u0649 \u0644\u0627\u062a\u062a\u0643\u0631\u0631
\u0627\u0649 \u0627\u062e\u0637\u0627\u0621 \u0627\u062b\u0646\u0627\u0621
\u0645\u0631\u0627\u062c\u0639\u0629 \u0645\u0627 \u062a\u0645
\u062a\u0646\u0641\u064a\u0630\u0629 \u0641\u0649
\u0627\u0644\u0645\u062d\u0637\u0627\u062a.
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD>
18:27 <LoD> Mahmoud Sh
18:27 <LoD> some of my brothers told me that your group was into fucking Egypt
18:28 <Sabu> nice
18:28 <LoD> so we decided too contribute some
18:28 <LoD> shit
18:28 <LoD> brother any news on the domains I gave you? if they are hardball you
tell me its ok
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18:28 <LoD> if its hard to own them it is ok
18:28 <Sabu> I played with them a little bit but nothin. can you give me the
domains again? I don't save logs
18:28 <Sabu> so I gotta look them up again
18:29 <LoD> yep
18:29 <LoD> 1st - evos.in.ua and databases located at w2.evos.in.ua w3 w4 up to
w12
18:30 <LoD> 2nd - www.geo-alliance.com.ua
18:30 <LoD> 3rd - exist.ru
18:30 <Sabu> kk
18:31 <LoD> no rush brother its just a tiny favor if possible
18:31 <LoD> if you fail no hard feelings I know they are tough
18:31 <LoD> since I failed to own them
18:31 <LoD> myself
18:31 <Sabu> will try my best :)
18:31 <LoD> thank you
18:32 <LoD> listen We are done with the uploading the complete code for
Symantec, also my fella is now in the process of preparing you the cisco file
listig
18:32 <LoD> I just wanted to take a little break
18:32 <LoD> rest a bit
18:33 <Sabu> perfect yeah I was going to ask when we can look that stuff
18:33 <Sabu> yes brother take a break. they're good
18:33 <Sabu> too much of this shit one goes crazy
18:33 <Sabu> I've taken breaks as well
18:33 <LoD> how about we proceed on monday?
18:33 <LoD> I will get over here and we continute pouring mayhem on them bastedz
18:33 <LoD> :)
18:33 <Sabu> ;)
18:33 <Sabu> lets do it!
18:34 <LoD> was nice to see you bro , just came here to say hi
18:34 <LoD> gotta go have fun outside
18:34 <Sabu> thanks :) take care and have a nice weekend. see you on monday
18:34 <Sabu> peace
18:34 <LoD> peace
--- Log closed Sat Jan 28 18:40:13 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 19:35:51 2012
19:35 <LoD> bababooey
19:39 <LoD> brother am ready to release all the src to you
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 19:44:02 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 20:12:26 2012
20:12 <LoD> Bababooey
20:13 <LoD> Brother you know good filesharing service that can stor files over
1Gb a piece? It seems like feds fucked up much of it
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 20:19:02 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 21:28:19 2012
21:28 <LoD> bababooey
21:28 <LoD> brother Ive uploaded norton antivirus and internet security to
depositfiles
21:29 <LoD> can we make an official relase of PCAnywhere now?
21:29 <Sabu> yo
21:29 <Sabu> im here
21:30 <Sabu> yes we can do official release of pcnywhere. my people @ the pirte
bay can get it released as soon as I send it to them
21:30 <LoD> yo
21:30 <Sabu> pirate*
21:30 <LoD> thanks brother
21:30 <Sabu> let me know when
21:30 <LoD> relase PCAnywhere
21:30 <Sabu> ok ;)
21:30 <Sabu> one minute
21:30 <LoD> now :)
21:31 <LoD> brother them bastedz sent us emails offering 50k $ to keep quiet
21:31 <LoD> we wanna release all them emails to our guys at reuters
21:31 <LoD> so they asshame SYM
21:31 <LoD> :)
21:31 <Sabu> yes I would love to see emails of them sucking your dicks!!
21:32 <LoD> ok let me compile archive of the bat mailbox
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21:32 <LoD> all the headers have their subnets etc
21:32 <LoD> :)
21:32 <Sabu> ok you do that while I et pirate bay to release sources
21:32 <LoD> thank you my brother
21:35 <LoD> Return-Path: <sam.thomas.sym@gmail.com>
21:35 <LoD> Received: from [208.84.242.70] by dresden.tpn.terra.com (LMTP); Tue,
31 Jan 2012
21:35 <LoD>
22:59:08 +0000 (UTC)
21:35 <LoD> X-RP-Score: 97
21:35 <LoD> X-Terra-Karma: -2%
21:35 <LoD> X-Terra-Hash: dbd415b5b100167c819d2614e7495fc2
21:35 <LoD> Received-SPF: pass (17j.tpn.terra.com: domain of gmail.com designates
209.85.214.175 as
21:36 <LoD>
permitted sender) client-ip=209.85.214.175;
21:36 <LoD>
envelope-from=sam.thomas.sym@gmail.com;
21:36 <LoD>
helo=mail-tul01m020-f175.google.com;
21:36 <LoD> Received: from mail-tul01m020-f175.google.com
(mail-tul01m020-f175.google.com
21:36 <LoD>
[209.85.214.175])
21:36 <LoD>
by 17j.tpn.terra.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 8627240000147
21:36 <LoD>
for <yamatough@terra.com.ve>; Tue, 31 Jan 2012 22:59:06 +0000
(UTC)
21:36 <LoD> Received: by mail-tul01m020-f175.google.com with SMTP id
x4so668410obh.6
for
21:36 <LoD>
<yamatough@terra.com.ve>; Tue, 31 Jan 2012 14:59:06 -0800
(PST)
21:36 <LoD> DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=gamma;
21:36 <LoD>
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to
21:36 <LoD>
:content-type;
bh=FunkGO/4eZHmL6XIJBN+7YYFaB795ag4JxhGifY2z8s=;
21:36 <LoD>
b=VoiQFAlkpH4lUs0daHaK8JeQ12COq4XkNZ0iT9LQwy4gwAowIFIVZkcdvSbhdY37XP
21:36 <LoD>
QYR8ZaAHhhLzxduJWCFuufq+WTzg4XPstsOIug6rb51bzYiZBbb9TkbwxoMlTnmYSD0g
21:36 <LoD>
FJlWifijbiRjmPe2t5c8VF4i+Lb+pRHvMaBpY=
21:36 <LoD> Received: by 10.182.8.69 with SMTP id
p5mr37206659oba.28.1328050746331; Tue, 31 Jan
21:36 <LoD>
2012 14:59:06 -0800 (PST)
21:36 <LoD> Received: by 10.182.54.52 with HTTP; Tue, 31 Jan 2012 14:59:06 -0800
(PST)
21:36 <LoD> In-Reply-To: <939799506.20120201002601@terra.com.ve>
21:36 <LoD> References: <1691927657.20120131030236@terra.com.ve>
21:36 <LoD>
<CAK0mDDBLJwq5Wd4fASQVinqmmO7PVSBwZytYOtO=kcnWKeGjRw@mail.gmail.com>
21:36 <LoD>
<765232224.20120131055006@terra.com.ve>
21:36 <LoD>
<CAK0mDDCAy6SR9NG7b45Vv5=utKEOUNk2AXn_u1pJ1s_od4M3Yw@mail.gmail.com>
21:36 <LoD>
<939799506.20120201002601@terra.com.ve>
21:36 <LoD> Date: Tue, 31 Jan 2012 14:59:06 -0800
21:36 <LoD> Message-ID:
<CAK0mDDAfiq3U99rvbQadqjosW7+o33kmXB8VWqjmdgNKoSMrOA@mail.gmail.com>
21:36 <LoD> Subject: Re: please read carefully
21:36 <LoD> Got your message.
21:36 <LoD> We are still looking into Liberty Reserve but we have to figure out
how to get our money safely into our Liberty Reserve account through an
exchanger.
21:37 <LoD> We will pay you $50,000.00 USD total.
21:37 <LoD> However, we need assurances that you are not going to release the
code after payment. We will pay you $2,500 a month for the first three months.
Payments start next week. After the first three months you have to convince us
you have destroyed the code before we pay the balance. We are trusting you to
keep your end of the bargain.
21:37 <LoD> You know how the corporate environment works and we have to treat
this like a business transaction.
21:37 <LoD> =)))
21:37 <LoD> we tricked them into saying lotsa bad shit
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21:37 <LoD> that will embarass them
21:37 <LoD> more
21:37 <Sabu> hahahaha
21:37 <LoD> We are not in contact with the FBI. We are using this email account
to protect our network from you.
21:37 <LoD> Protecting our company and property are our top priorities.
21:37 <LoD> We can't pay you $50,000 at once for the reasons we discussed
previously. We can pay you $2,500 per month for the first three months. In
exchange, you will make a public statement on behalf of your group that you lied
about the hack (as you previously stated).
Once that's done, we will pay the
rest of the $50,000 to your account and you can take it all out at once. That
should solve your problem.
21:37 <LoD> Obviously you still have our code so if we don't follow through you
still have the upper hand.
21:37 <LoD> 2012/2/1 yamatough <yamatough@terra.com.ve>
21:37 <Sabu> oh my od
21:37 <LoD> Say hi to FBI agents,
21:37 <LoD> It's funny you do not use your corp account anymore =)
21:37 <LoD> We wonder why is that be that way? =)
21:38 <LoD> In exchange, you will make a public statement on behalf of your
group that you lied about the hack (as you previously stated).
Once that's
done, we will pay the rest of the $50,000 to your account and you can take it all
out at once.
21:38 <LoD> that is a kicker
21:38 <LoD> :)
21:38 <Sabu> mhm
21:39 <LoD> I guess after all messages with genuine headers be published
21:39 <Sabu> jea
21:39 <LoD> symantec be very much fucked up
21:39 <LoD> =))
21:39 <Sabu> I love you!!!!
21:39 <Sabu> hahahaah
21:39 <Sabu> owning whitehats the right way :) now lets find profile of this sam
thomas guy
21:39 <LoD> We asked them to send money to a charity fund in India to help cancer
and aids people
21:40 <LoD> they declined
21:40 <Sabu> what was his sinature? is he with security?
21:40 <LoD> let me give you headers from sym account
21:40 <Sabu> yes give me all the emails. im going to make these mother fuckers
feel the pain!
21:40 <Sabu> :)
21:40 <LoD> Return-Path: <sam_thomas@symantec.com>
21:40 <LoD> Received: from [208.84.242.70] by santonin.tpn.terra.com (LMTP); Tue,
17 Jan 2012
21:40 <LoD>
23:13:37 +0000 (UTC)
21:40 <LoD> X-Terra-Karma: -2%
21:40 <LoD> X-Terra-Hash: c89dfc76bf6cd016519d5f0a6ac877a3
21:40 <LoD> Received-SPF: pass (1mn.tpn.terra.com: domain of symantec.com
designates 166.98.1.210 as
21:40 <LoD>
permitted sender) client-ip=166.98.1.210;
21:40 <LoD>
envelope-from=sam_thomas@symantec.com;
helo=ecl1mtaoutpex02.symantec.com;
21:40 <Sabu> <3
21:40 <LoD> Received: from ecl1mtaoutpex02.symantec.com
(ecl1mtaoutpex02.symantec.com
21:40 <LoD>
[166.98.1.210])
21:40 <LoD>
by 1mn.tpn.terra.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id E0AA1580000F4
21:40 <LoD>
for <yamatough@terra.com.ve>; Tue, 17 Jan 2012 23:13:36 +0000
(UTC)
21:40 <LoD> X-AuditID: a66201d2-b7f966d000001372-52-4f1600a0c429
21:40 <LoD> Received: from ecl1mtahubpin02.ges.symantec.com
(ECL1MTAHUBPIN02.ges.symantec.com
21:40 <LoD>
[10.48.69.202])
21:41 <LoD>
by ecl1mtaoutpex02.symantec.com (Symantec Messaging Gateway)
with SMTP id
21:41 <Sabu> can you put all the emails with heders in a .txt and put it in a
securepastebin.com for me?
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21:41 <LoD>
F5.CA.04978.0A0061F4; Tue, 17 Jan 2012 18:13:36 -0500 (EST)
21:41 <LoD> Received: from [155.64.220.138]
(helo=TUS1XCHHUBPIN02.SYMC.SYMANTEC.COM)
21:41 <LoD>
by ecl1mtahubpin02.ges.symantec.com with esmtp (Exim 4.76)
21:41 <LoD>
(envelope-from <sam_thomas@symantec.com>)
21:41 <LoD>
id 1RnIDf-0002qA-HI
21:41 <Sabu> easier for me
21:41 <LoD>
for yamatough@terra.com.ve; Tue, 17 Jan 2012 18:13:36 -0500
21:41 <LoD> Received: from TUS1XCHEVSPIN31.SYMC.SYMANTEC.COM ([155.64.220.142])
by
21:41 <LoD>
TUS1XCHHUBPIN02.SYMC.SYMANTEC.COM ([155.64.220.138]) with
mapi; Tue, 17 Jan
21:41 <LoD>
2012 15:13:35 -0800
21:41 <LoD> From: Sam Thomas <sam_thomas@symantec.com>
21:41 <LoD> To: "yamatough@terra.com.ve" <yamatough@terra.com.ve>
21:41 <LoD> Date: Tue, 17 Jan 2012 15:11:37 -0800
21:41 <LoD> Subject: RE: up to you
21:41 <LoD> Thread-Topic: up to you
21:41 <LoD> Thread-Index: AczVVZwXTEq8mY6TQZ2ntjQKx6AojAAF8E0m
21:41 <LoD> Message-ID:
<D99A1C49635CFB448E96C7BA6EAEE0B3010EB97771@TUS1XCHEVSPIN31.SYMC.SYMANTEC.COM>
21:41 <LoD> References: <28342.1326831669@terra.com.ve>
21:41 <LoD> In-Reply-To: <28342.1326831669@terra.com.ve>
21:41 <LoD> Accept-Language: en-US
21:41 <LoD> X-MS-Has-Attach:
21:41 <LoD> X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
21:41 <LoD> acceptlanguage: en-US
21:41 <LoD> X-Brightmail-Tracker:
H4sIAAAAAAAAA+NgFprNIsWRmVeSWpSXmKPExsXCZeB6SncBg5i/wbatrBY75k5id2D0mHz
21:41 <LoD> maybe this is a made up account just to communicate with us
21:41 <LoD> yeap dude
21:41 <LoD> gimme 15 min gotta smoke
21:43 <Sabu> kk brother thx
21:43 <Sabu> this will be epic. good job
21:43 <LoD> hahahahaha
21:43 <LoD> they are writing us
21:43 <LoD> now
21:43 <LoD> :)
21:43 <Sabu> hahaha
21:43 <LoD> saying they need more time
21:43 <LoD> :)))))))))))))))))))
21:44 <Sabu> I posted a tweet. lets see how they reat
21:44 <Sabu> reat
21:44 <LoD> we replied that there is no time
21:44 <LoD> :)))
21:44 <Sabu> ;)
21:45 <LoD> We can't make a decision in ten minutes. We need more time.
21:45 <LoD> 2012/2/6 yamatough <yamatough@terra.com.ve>
21:45 <LoD> Since no code yet being released
21:45 <LoD> and our email communication wasnt also released
21:45 <LoD> we give you 10 minutes to decide which way you go
21:45 <LoD> after that two of your codes fly to the moon PCAnywhere and Norton
21:45 <LoD> Antivirus totaling 2350MB in size (rar)
21:45 <LoD> 10 minutes if no reply from you we consider it a START
21:45 <LoD> this time we've made mirrors so it will be hard for you to get rid of
21:45 <LoD> it
21:45 <Sabu> haha
21:45 <LoD> they had a month
21:45 <LoD> :)
21:46 <Sabu> and they are desperate. because once released their entire product
lines are fucked
21:46 <Sabu> all those codes are buggy an shitty
21:46 <LoD> you know what will be funny
21:46 <LoD> to get money from them AND relase the code
21:46 <LoD> sucker punch
21:46 <LoD> :)
21:46 <LoD> Id rather send this cash to cancer people
21:46 <LoD> or ill kids
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21:47 <LoD> they are very greed
21:47 <LoD> greedy and that is why we go after them
21:47 <Sabu> ya
21:47 <Sabu> well
21:48 <Sabu> find me a charity and I will post on all my big twitters (over a
million followers)
21:49 <LoD> thank you brother God bless you
21:49 <Sabu> n I'll post it in the torrent description. source codes released.
plz donate towards so and so charity
21:50 <LoD> I will find a really bad kid in need of surgery
21:50 <LoD> or do it yourself?
21:50 <LoD> maybe you have someone on ya mind
21:50 <LoD> ah?
21:50 <LoD> you want you to have an honor
21:50 <LoD> to do it
21:50 <Sabu> nah I'm givin you full power my brother
21:50 <Sabu> find someone that needs it
21:50 <Sabu> in the meantime get those mails organized for me in a text so I can
start workin on it
21:51 <LoD> am working on it now
21:51 <LoD> wait
21:51 <Sabu> k
21:52 <LoD> select all and save as txt
21:52 <LoD> ?
21:53 <Sabu> honestly if its organized from top to bottom would be nice. but if
you'd rather just select the whole emails and paste we can work with that
21:53 <Sabu> so lon as all the messages are there
21:53 <Sabu> and are embarrassing it works ;)
21:54 <LoD> its all organized
21:54 <LoD> this account was made to receive only sym and reuters messages
21:55 <Sabu> ok brother ;)
21:55 <Sabu> let me get that so we can start embarrassin these fucks!
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 22:01:03 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 22:05:49 2012
22:05 <LoD> hahaha
22:06 <LoD> they are asking 2 hours to deposit 50k to LR
22:06 <LoD> :)))))))))))))))
22:06 <LoD> lols
22:06 <LoD> desperate
22:06 <LoD> indeed
22:06 <LoD> hold on pastebin almost done
22:07 <Sabu> ok
22:10 <LoD> http://pastebin.com/NEYbC2Zw
22:10 <LoD> let me know if its ther
22:11 <LoD> it goes from bottom to the top
22:12 <LoD> how about 2 hour wait?
22:12 <LoD> give them chance?
22:12 <LoD> obviously nobodys going to stick to a deal
22:12 <LoD> shit be released anyway
22:12 <LoD> but it be good to own money from them in addition to
22:12 <LoD> :)
22:12 <Sabu> ok let me see
22:12 <Sabu> honestly I doubt they'll send money. they're stallin you thats all
22:13 <Sabu> its old tactic
22:13 <LoD> I know
22:13 <LoD> ok brother shoot mayhem on them
22:13 <LoD> :)
22:13 <LoD> fuck them
22:13 <LoD> let me find some kid in india
22:13 <LoD> who needs surgery
22:13 <Sabu> ok brother
22:13 <LoD> or something
22:13 <Sabu> do that. I will talk to pirate bay and my people
22:13 <Sabu> et this release going
22:14 <LoD> I will also give you link to Norton AV since our links to megaupload
got fucked
22:14 <LoD> it's 30%
22:14 <LoD> done
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22:16 <Sabu> ok brother can you get us headers too or will that be too much work
on your end?
22:16 <Sabu> we need full 100% credibility on this
22:16 <LoD> no let me do it
22:16 <Sabu> they wont be able to deny headers
22:16 <LoD> I wonder why the bat did not save them
22:16 <LoD> in bulk
22:16 <LoD> i mean
22:17 <Sabu> yeah I hear you.. its gotta be the raw emails
22:17 <LoD> am doing it now brother
22:17 <LoD> gimme few min
22:20 <Sabu> kk brother
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 22:26:03 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 22:30:14 2012
22:30 <LoD> http://pastebin.com/GJEKf1T9
22:31 <Sabu> great! thank you my brother
22:31 <LoD> no prob
22:32 <LoD> together we fight them whitees
22:32 <LoD> :)
22:32 <Sabu> of course ;)
22:32 <LoD> brother you know where I can upload src? other but sendspace and
deposit?
22:32 <LoD> I need something big
22:32 <LoD> like over 1Gb
22:32 <LoD> storage
22:33 <LoD> mega was cool
22:33 <LoD> but they shut it down
22:35 <Sabu> yeah that sucks
22:35 <Sabu> let me see hol on
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 22:41:03 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 22:42:28 2012
22:42 <Sabu> doesnt seem like there may be any public sites for that. we could
use a hacked box or somethin
22:42 <LoD> let me try once more on the shitty slow deposit box
22:43 <LoD> if it drops
22:43 <LoD> I let you know and you tell me where to upload
22:43 <LoD> okie?
22:43 <LoD> its gonna take 5-6 hours
22:43 <LoD> to upload 1,3Gb
22:45 <Sabu> kk
22:45 <Sabu> damn
22:46 <LoD> even with the owneed hotfile etc accounts it does fucking give us
only ~40KB a sec
22:47 <LoD> would be cool to find some iranian file sharing shit
22:47 <LoD> so feds never close it
22:47 <LoD> :)
22:50 <Sabu> haha so true ;)
22:53 <LoD> http://www.smilefoundationindia.org/aboutus.htm
22:53 <LoD> brother
22:53 <LoD> you think they are genuine?
22:53 <LoD> organization
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 22:59:03 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 23:01:15 2012
23:01 <Sabu> back
23:01 <Sabu> sorry was afk
23:01 <LoD> np
23:01 <LoD> Ive checked this org looks pretty good
23:01 <LoD> its well known in india
23:02 <LoD> we can ask people donate some to them
23:02 <LoD> helo little kids
23:02 <LoD> or you can pick any other one you like
23:02 <LoD> all I want is to get money from symantec to pay poor once
23:02 <LoD> and ill
23:04 <LoD> whats stunning is them fuckers knew about the hack back in 2006 and
kep silent for years jeopardizing its customers
23:04 <LoD> this is awesome
23:04 <LoD> obviously they wont say they gave it all at once to indian intel
23:04 <LoD> better say we ve been hacked
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23:05 <LoD> long time ago and only today we found out
23:05 <LoD> :)
23:05 <LoD> poor scum
23:05 <Sabu> tweeted mails etc ;) over a million users reading!
23:06 <Sabu> I will post the org in a few and in the torrent description
23:06 <LoD> great
23:06 <LoD> release the PC An
23:06 <LoD> other src I give you asap but you do not relase them untill your guys
0day them
23:06 <LoD> ok?
23:10 <Sabu> yup you got it brother
23:10 <Sabu> emails released. and request for donations sent
23:10 <LoD> so your twitter
23:10 <LoD> symantec is fucked
23:10 <LoD> big time
23:10 <LoD> :)
23:11 <Sabu> ja
23:11 <LoD> gimme High Five brother
23:11 * Sabu high fives
23:11 <Sabu> haha
23:11 <LoD> am very glad we've made a message clear
23:11 <LoD> :)))
23:11 <LoD> am uploading now code
23:12 <LoD> looks like deposit works pray to old G not to drop it
23:12 <LoD> 10%
23:12 <LoD> done
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 23:18:04 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 06 23:19:18 2012
23:19 <Sabu> ;) the donation site is getting lots of hits
23:19 <LoD> Brother
23:19 <LoD> GOD sees everything
23:19 <LoD> and I guess
23:19 <LoD> he is not against
23:19 <LoD> it
23:19 <LoD> ?
23:20 <LoD> IF he made us do it
23:20 <LoD> thant He wants us to
23:20 <LoD> right?
23:20 <Sabu> yes
23:20 <LoD> Thank you my man
23:20 <LoD> am really touched
23:20 <LoD> we made a good thing
23:21 <LoD> soon we continue with Norton in a few hours and also Cisco next after
symantec
23:21 <LoD> :)
23:21 <LoD> and VMWARE
23:21 <LoD> :)
23:21 <Sabu> :)!!
23:21 <Sabu> I'm excited by this
23:22 <LoD> lets not get too excited =) everytime I get too excited somthing is
going wrong =) I'd rather go pray a bit =)
23:22 <LoD> am really thankfull man for your help
23:22 <LoD> let the Archaingels guard you
23:23 <Sabu> no its ok brother. we help each other at the end of the day
23:23 <Sabu> thank you kindly
23:23 <LoD> =)
23:23 <LoD> am going to get some rest but I am here on irc - am waiting for the
rest of the src to upload
23:23 <LoD> stay cool bro
23:24 <Sabu> you too see you soon
23:24 <Sabu> ;)
--- Log closed Mon Feb 06 23:30:04 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 13 06:58:53 2012
06:58 <LoD> babooey
06:59 <LoD> brother sorry for that long silence was very very busy
06:59 <LoD> I got the download links
06:59 <LoD> let me know when here
--- Log closed Mon Feb 13 07:05:26 2012
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--- Log opened Mon Feb 13 07:39:14 2012
07:39 <LoD> I'll stay here
07:39 <LoD> let me know when ready
--- Log closed Mon Feb 13 07:44:27 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 13 13:16:36 2012
13:16 <Sabu> yo yo
--- Log closed Mon Feb 13 13:22:30 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 13 15:35:08 2012
15:35 <LoD> bababooey
--- Log closed Mon Feb 13 15:40:31 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 13 16:41:43 2012
16:41 <LoD> Bababoooey =)
--- Log closed Mon Feb 13 16:47:32 2012
--- Log opened Mon Feb 13 23:03:01 2012
23:03 <Sabu> yoyo
--- Log closed Mon Feb 13 23:08:35 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 15 20:02:33 2012
20:02 <LoD> Bababooey
--- Log closed Wed Feb 15 20:08:00 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 15 20:37:30 2012
20:37 <Sabu> yooo
20:37 <Sabu> broo how you been?
20:37 <Sabu> everytime I write back you offline
20:37 <LoD> yohohoho
20:37 <Sabu> sups brother!
20:38 <LoD> oh man we got some new bomb
20:38 <LoD> Ive got the links for you
20:38 <Sabu> yeah? I been waiting on you my brother
20:38 <LoD> it;s just maybe you were asleep
20:38 <LoD> time diff
20:38 <LoD> maybe
20:38 <LoD> wait my brother
20:38 <LoD> let me get the links to you
20:39 <Sabu> yea
20:39 <Sabu> been sleeping A LOT actually
20:39 <LoD> lime myself
20:39 <LoD> work at night
20:39 <LoD> sleep at day
20:39 <LoD> :)
20:39 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/rshpmp3ag
20:39 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/noafqvsw4
20:39 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/k4au59gxx
20:39 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/qmme2cgwq
20:39 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/hmwxj4y3c
20:39 <LoD> http://depositfiles.com/files/f1tl07lsx
20:39 <LoD> its a split rar
20:40 <LoD> 200mb each
20:40 <LoD> complete NAV
20:40 <LoD> am at the process of uploading Internet Security notron and system
works
20:40 <LoD> they are also huge
20:40 <LoD> and we get problems uploading the,
20:40 <LoD> it took me a week to actually upload one
20:41 <LoD> listen
20:41 <LoD> since
20:41 <LoD> we have cops on us and feds
20:41 <LoD> we dont want this
20:41 <Sabu> damn
20:41 <LoD> being released publicly
20:41 <Sabu> are you guys safe ?
20:41 <Sabu> make sure you ..
20:41 <LoD> yes we are
20:41 <LoD> we just dont want symantec get more attention
20:41 <LoD> anymore
20:42 <Sabu> ok I'll hold on it
20:42 <LoD> no
20:42 <LoD> you just give it to brothers
20:42 <LoD> so they can write
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20:42 <Sabu> ok got you
20:42 <LoD> new viruses
20:42 <LoD> but not in public
20:42 <LoD> can you promiss me
20:42 <LoD> ?
20:42 <LoD> no public relase
20:42 <Sabu> yup
20:42 <Sabu> no public release. got my word
20:42 <LoD> let the symantec story chill a bit
20:43 <Sabu> yeh. that symantec shit went crazy
20:43 <LoD> we know that it wasnt feds
20:43 <LoD> talking online to us
20:43 <LoD> it was them
20:43 <Sabu> ya. one reporter from yahoo news.. found the IP belonging to
symantec offices
20:43 <Sabu> I gave that reporter respect over twitter etc
20:44 <LoD> damn good brother
20:44 <LoD> we know they wanted to buy it out
20:44 <LoD> they let FBI know only after publication
20:44 <LoD> of emails
20:44 <Sabu> yeah
20:44 <Sabu> exactly
20:44 <LoD> we know that because what we did
20:44 <Sabu> real people dont believe them
20:44 <LoD> we leaked them our bot
20:45 <LoD> and we deliberately uploaded some of the documents
20:45 <Sabu> did they get infected at least?
20:45 <LoD> using that bot
20:45 <LoD> no we just made them come with search and seazure
20:45 <LoD> to the bot location
20:45 <LoD> thus we also fucked up a bad guy at one indian company office in NYC
20:46 <LoD> so we feed feds with the wrong guy
20:46 <LoD> so we know they are after us and also we know we feed them the wrong
guy
20:46 <LoD> he was a bot
20:46 <LoD> :)
20:47 <LoD> we uploaded they docs sym requested through his machine to sendspace
20:47 <LoD> :)
20:47 <LoD> but feds came to his office only after the emails got public
20:47 <LoD> apparently they got to know only after sym got humiliated
20:47 <LoD> publicly
20:48 <LoD> brother make your fellow ppl examine the code and start writing
viruses and 0 day - since we know 80% chunk of it still in use by symantec
20:49 <LoD> all symantec saying on the news is just to look good they are
bluffing
20:49 <LoD> and lying
--- Log closed Wed Feb 15 20:55:00 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 15 20:57:09 2012
20:57 <Sabu> ya
20:57 <LoD> let me know if links are ok
20:57 <Sabu> tryin to download now brother
20:57 <LoD> ok i wait bro
20:57 <Sabu> hows everytihng else? Everything good?
20:58 <LoD> just nervous since it took us a big hard time to upload this shit
securely
20:58 <LoD> yes thanks to GOD we are safe
20:58 <LoD> and not jeopardized
20:58 <LoD> so we are in line
20:58 <Sabu> ja
20:58 <Sabu> so indian guy in new york got raided? fuckin crazy jaja
20:58 <LoD> and I am finishing something really good for new release
20:59 <LoD> yes actually he was a basterd
20:59 <LoD> he was moneylaundering cash dedicated to indian charity funds
20:59 <LoD> so money dont go to children
20:59 <LoD> only 4%
20:59 <LoD> of it
20:59 <LoD> so we decided to give him a hard time to make him a suspect
21:00 <Sabu> no good
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21:00 <LoD> we also uploaded some of the sym files to his computer befor new year
21:00 <LoD> so :)
21:00 <Sabu> yeah he is done for :)
21:00 <Sabu> that charity we linked got lots of hits.. hope it got some donations
21:00 <LoD> but I think feds are smart to make him a goof
21:01 <LoD> they soon find out he was setup
21:01 <LoD> thanks brother God with us always
21:01 <Sabu> ja but feds will most likely just hit him with charges to kill
investigation
21:02 <LoD> it didnt work with the mil guy at wikileaks case
21:02 <LoD> rememmber>?
21:02 <Sabu> ja
21:02 <LoD> but in anycase we made some noize
21:02 <LoD> :)
21:03 <Sabu> yup it was fun. security companies are in fear..
21:03 <Sabu> but kaspersky people talk a lot of shit
21:03 <LoD> let me get back to work bro ok?
ill stay here for 3 hours so msg
me when confirmed links
21:03 <Sabu> calling us cyber terrorists, etc
21:03 <Sabu> ok brother. work. I'll be here downloading
21:03 <LoD> who cares what they talk?
21:04 <LoD> :)))))))))))))))
21:04 <LoD> let them :)
--- Log closed Wed Feb 15 21:10:00 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 15 22:44:49 2012
22:44 <LoD> yo
22:44 <LoD> links fine?
--- Log closed Wed Feb 15 22:50:01 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 15 22:52:36 2012
22:52 <Sabu> ya just slow brothe but work :)
22:53 <LoD> goodie
22:53 <LoD> just checking out
22:53 <LoD> may I ask you a favor?
22:53 <LoD> tiny one
22:54 <LoD> you have anything on russian or ukraine government ?
22:54 <LoD> or any email accounts in .ru .ua
22:54 <LoD> domain?
22:55 <LoD> former soviet block is our primary target of interest
22:55 <LoD> thats why i ask
--- Log closed Wed Feb 15 23:01:02 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 15 23:09:12 2012
23:09 <Sabu> i will see brother
23:09 <LoD> i'll be very very much onliged if any
23:09 <LoD> =)
23:09 <Sabu> ;)
23:09 <LoD> gov would be the best present
23:09 <LoD> :)
23:10 <LoD> borther am gonna go take a nap
23:10 <Sabu> ok me tooo haha
23:10 <LoD> msg me on twitter if got any gov ru or gov ua
23:10 <LoD> shit
23:10 <LoD> ok?
23:10 <LoD> manana
23:10 <LoD> :)
23:11 <LoD> y que Dios te bendiga
23:11 <LoD> :)
23:11 <Sabu> gracias
23:11 <Sabu> yup will msg you
23:11 <LoD> night bro
--- Log closed Wed Feb 15 23:17:02 2012
--- Log opened Wed Feb 22 18:51:24 2012
18:51 <LoD> bababooey
18:52 <LoD> brother congrats on the PCAN 0days and shit - seems like symantec era
is over :)
18:52 <LoD> got the NAV code downloaded ok?
18:53 <Sabu> yoooo
18:53 <Sabu> brotherr
18:53 <Sabu> ja nav is good
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18:53 <Sabu> and people already writing and releasing exploits for pcan so its
nice
18:53 <Sabu> proves symantecs fucks
18:53 <Sabu> fucked
18:54 <LoD> =)
18:54 <LoD> Thank to God
18:55 <Sabu> how are you brother?
18:55 <LoD> we are alsmost done with System Works and Internet Security upload
18:55 <LoD> its 3Gb more of code
18:55 <LoD> :)
18:55 <LoD> so soon I will provide you with that
18:55 <LoD> but rememmber you promissed to me ok?
18:56 <LoD> no public on that
18:56 <LoD> its just for our community internal use for 0daying - we dont want
more of the official symantec abuse in terms of code leak so feds chill out on us
18:57 <LoD> we looked into pacer
18:57 <LoD> some of our brothers got cases unsealed
18:57 <LoD> and brought back to investigation even though they are not affiliated
with the symantec case at all
18:57 <LoD> I just wanna feds chill on that
18:58 <Sabu> nice!
18:58 <Sabu> o wow
18:59 <Sabu> thats not good
18:59 <Sabu> so they've grabbed some of your friends regarding this symantec
shit?
18:59 <LoD> no they just unsealed and judge brought cases which are way back in
1997-1999
19:00 <LoD> we think it's related
19:00 <LoD> since feds may just look for hints
19:00 <LoD> there were no arrests or anythign like that
19:00 <LoD> just we checked on PACER that cases which are 10 y old
19:00 <LoD> brought back to court
19:01 <LoD> maybe they wanna just get some of the ppl turn snitches
19:01 <LoD> by bringing up some old shit
19:02 <LoD> in anycase you know we dont know each other in person
19:02 <LoD> so
19:02 <LoD> in terms of security
19:02 <LoD> we are fine
19:02 <LoD> brother you got any emails of gov in .UA .RU .BY?
19:03 <LoD> some you can share with me?
19:04 <Sabu> sorry was afk. let me read
19:04 <LoD> k
19:05 <Sabu> whats crazy is that theres statute of limitations for cybercrimes
something like 5-10 years depending. I think bank fraud on a large scale is
longer etc
19:05 <Sabu> no not yet but we haven't forgotten you. we'll hit .ua/.ru/.by
targets soon
19:05 <Sabu> we been busy working on releases
19:05 <LoD> they dont care if they find some new hints in old cases it gives them
right to start new case based on new evidence
19:06 <LoD> or bring people to the fed building
19:06 <LoD> and start pshycologically dominating them
19:06 <Sabu> ja
19:06 <LoD> to turn into 5k1 informants
19:06 <Sabu> thats fucked up
19:07 <LoD> brother if you find anything on soviet targets please b so kind do
not release them to pub yet?
19:07 <LoD> I will tell you the more evil plan
19:07 <Sabu> you got my word I'll send your way first
19:07 <LoD> when you do
19:07 <LoD> :)
19:07 <Sabu> ;)
19:07 <Sabu> ok
19:07 <LoD> I have more evil plans than just public release
19:07 <LoD> :)
19:08 <LoD> when I tell you my plan than we will release and achieve more
19:08 <LoD> than just attention
19:08 <Sabu> sounds good. I have faith in you
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19:08 <Sabu> so far you been on point
19:08 <LoD> :)
19:08 <LoD> good call ma man
19:09 <LoD> am going to bed so it was nice to meet you paisano
19:09 <LoD> :)
19:09 <LoD> am learning to speak chinese and spanish
19:09 <LoD> I think
19:09 <LoD> future
19:09 <LoD> is with these languages
19:10 <LoD> we have shit load of chinese stuff going through our Man in the
middle
19:10 <LoD> now IRAN
19:10 <LoD> since they cut the internet in there
19:10 <LoD> for us it is good to setup fake vpn services
19:11 <LoD> and sniff their shit
19:11 <LoD> :)
19:11 <Sabu> we had control of their central govt cluster last year. terabytes
upon terabytes of documents
19:12 <Sabu> but they shu it downs uspiciously
19:12 <Sabu> suspiciously
19:12 <Sabu> it was going to be ard to exfiltrate all that haha
19:12 <LoD> you still got them ? I mean docs?
19:12 <LoD> or you released it?
19:13 <LoD> listen
19:13 <LoD> in a day or two
19:13 <LoD> I will create a new identity on twitter
19:13 <LoD> and pastebin
19:14 <LoD> am going to release internal documents of Norinco China and Wan Bao
mining company all things related to arms trade in Burma and Slavery trade
19:14 <LoD> will you help me spread the word?
19:15 <LoD> I will let you know twitter ID beforehand
19:15 <Sabu> yup
19:15 <Sabu> make sure you mention me on the tweets
19:15 <LoD> it will be a 500-1000MB pile of docs
19:15 <Sabu> so I can follow you. and RT your points
19:15 <LoD> I will brother
19:15 <Sabu> as for iran no sadly we didn't get anything interesting. it was all
farsi. I couldnt read it / didnt get to save anything good
19:16 <LoD> I will make it look like US Intel leak
19:16 <Sabu> though we did very well on syria.. we owned central syrian bank and
got all their emails
19:16 <LoD> and Nepalese hack
19:16 <Sabu> a lot of scandals ... like syria sending russia 5 billion euros
before civil unrest and when russia sent warsip to trait of whateves its called
19:16 <LoD> Ive actually checked it RESPECT syria gave me some things to
mastermind my next operations those email accounts were of much help to improve
our strategy
19:17 <LoD> i give you thumbs up
19:17 <Sabu> well we didn't realease it yet ... that was another small hack you
released. if you want real access to emails I can ive you
19:17 <LoD> really?
19:17 <LoD> can you?
19:17 <LoD> man I WILL BE in DEBT
19:17 <LoD> I can utilize it in my release
19:18 <LoD> to create a conspiracy
19:18 <Sabu> ya I'll try to set it all up soon
19:18 <LoD> to sabotage Russian scam politics
19:18 <Sabu> because we ot everything stored in slow fucking vps'
19:18 <Sabu> beautiful
19:18 <Sabu> question.. you are against putin?
19:18 <LoD> am after russian scumbac traitors
19:18 <LoD> yep
19:18 <Sabu> <3
19:18 <Sabu> good my brother
19:18 <LoD> am no imperialist
19:19 <LoD> that is why I ask you to give me something on ru
19:19 <Sabu> ja
19:19 <LoD> since I want to undermine
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19:19 <LoD> the regime
19:19 <LoD> the more shit we make the mor support I get from the opposition
19:19 <Sabu> mhm
19:20 <Sabu> its good that you been doing it from the background. and by all
means utlize my public power as well
19:20 <Sabu> I think putin and those mafias are shit
19:20 <Sabu> also I'm not sure how you feel about it, but I do not like whats
going on with chechnya etc
19:20 <LoD> you have to live here
19:20 <LoD> to relase
19:20 <LoD> the full shit
19:20 <LoD> of it
19:21 <LoD> only moscow lives well
19:21 <LoD> thats it
19:21 <LoD> rest of the country is corruption
19:21 <LoD> fat boys
19:21 <LoD> from gov
19:21 <LoD> abuse
19:21 <LoD> people
19:21 <LoD> rich kiddos drive porches and kill pedestrians
19:21 <LoD> and not get prosecution
19:22 <LoD> child trade for rich punks in russian parliament
19:22 <LoD> man
19:22 <LoD> fuck it
19:22 <LoD> am a father
19:22 <LoD> and I hate talking about it
19:22 <LoD> I have to walk with my family all day lond
19:22 <LoD> be with them
19:22 <LoD> so they dont get hurt
19:22 <LoD> by some government golddigger
19:23 <Sabu> no good
19:23 <Sabu> I'm sorry you have to deal with that
19:23 <LoD> well
19:23 <Sabu> am father. I know how it feels
19:23 <Sabu> hence why I am doing what I do as well
19:23 <LoD> thank to GOD
19:23 <Sabu> fight oppression of ppl
19:23 <LoD> my kids have me
19:23 <LoD> amd their protection
19:23 <LoD> and guard
19:24 <Sabu> ja
19:24 <LoD> brother I will be very much obliged to you if you could give me
something on russia which is not yet released
19:24 <LoD> to support my schemes
19:24 <LoD> or ukraine
19:24 <LoD> also fine
19:25 <LoD> anything related to government not only important shit like drugs and
weapons but any gov will do
19:26 <Sabu> ja
19:26 <Sabu> I will do soon thats for sure
19:26 <LoD> thank you bro
19:26 <LoD> am going to sleep now
19:26 <LoD> stay tunned my bro
19:27 <Sabu> ok brother goodnigh ;)
19:27 <Sabu> nex time we talk I'll have something for you
19:27 <LoD> thanks homey
19:28 <LoD> :)
--- Log closed Wed Feb 22 19:33:35 2012
--- Log opened Tue Feb 28 15:31:36 2012
15:31 <LoD> bababooey'
--- Log closed Tue Feb 28 15:36:53 2012
--- Log opened Tue Feb 28 18:23:28 2012
18:23 <LoD> bababooey
--- Log closed Tue Feb 28 18:28:54 2012
--- Log opened Tue Feb 28 19:21:21 2012
19:21 <LoD> sup brother
--- Log closed Tue Feb 28 19:26:55 2012
--- Log opened Tue Feb 28 20:15:10 2012
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20:15 <Sabu> yoo
20:15 <Sabu> bro!!
20:15 <Sabu> you there?
20:19 <LoD> yo
20:19 <LoD> whuza
20:24 <Sabu> how you doing brother?
20:27 <LoD> dong great
20:27 <LoD> actually am in perfect mood
20:28 <LoD> you know wha?
20:28 <LoD> :)
20:28 <LoD> ive seen some news about symantec join with vmware
20:28 <LoD> so we owneed vmware
20:28 <LoD> :)
20:28 <LoD> and their BORA project
20:28 <LoD> :)
20:29 <LoD> with all the srcs
20:29 <LoD> :)
20:32 <LoD> VMware(R) GSX Server(TM) Version 3.0.0
20:32 <LoD>
Electronic Software Distribution
20:32 <LoD>
and
20:32 <LoD>
Packaged Distribution CD
20:32 <LoD>
README
20:32 <LoD>
VMware(R) GSX Server(TM) Version 3.0.0
20:32 <LoD>
Electronic Software Distribution
20:32 <LoD> This is the Bora source tree
20:32 <LoD>
20:32 <LoD> The main directories and files are
20:32 <LoD>
vmm The monitor.
20:32 <LoD>
vmx The user-level virtual machine.
20:32 <LoD>
ui The user-level user interface.
20:32 <LoD>
mks The user-level mouse/keyboard/display component.
20:32 <LoD>
modules The various device drivers (vmmon, vmnet, etc).
20:32 <LoD>
vmkernel The vmkernel used with the server product.
20:32 <LoD>
devices The devices.
20:32 <LoD>
lib Libaries used by more than one program.
20:32 <LoD>
public Header files exported outside the project.
20:33 <LoD>
install Installers.
20:33 <LoD>
make Things for the build process.
20:33 <LoD>
support Misc. files not part of the product or the build
20:33 <LoD>
process.
20:33 <LoD>
apps Other applications, like the disk checker.
20:33 <LoD>
Makefile The main makefile. This is the only makefile
20:33 <LoD>
to be used directly.
20:33 <LoD>
desktop.dsw The main Visual Studio workspace.
20:33 <LoD>
apps.dsw The Visual Studio workspace for all the random stuff.
20:33 <LoD>
build Linux build output.
20:33 <LoD> ESX50
20:33 <LoD> 200MB code
20:33 <LoD> =))))))))))))))))))))))))
20:33 <LoD> I bet you know what capabilities gives us posession of vmware src
20:33 <LoD> :)
20:34 <LoD> this time it will be foolish to publish
--- Log closed Tue Feb 28 20:39:55 2012
--- Log opened Tue Feb 28 21:17:34 2012
21:17 <Sabu> im back
--- Log closed Tue Feb 28 21:22:55 2012
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